The Mackworth
Mackworth

Optional Extras

8’ x 4’ x 6’ high (2.4m x 1.2m x 1.8m high)
3 Nest Boxes
Suitable for up to 10 hens or 14 bantams

• Onduline sheeting over
the house area instead
of wood and felt

Mackworth

• Size alterations by
request

10’ x 5’ x 6’ high (3m x 1.5m x 1.8m high)
4 Nest Boxes
Suitable for up to 16 hens or 20 bantams

Mackworth 8 x 4 showing pull out floors

Mackworth 8’ x 4’ showing optional onduline roof over house

The Mackworth is very unlike our other houses in
that it is built on legs, for this reason it is also
made out of slightly heavier weight timber than
our other small chicken houses. It’s ideal for
backyards and situations where you may wish
to site the building in one place on a more
permanent basis as it is heavy it can’t be lifted
around. We build the Mackworth in 2 sizes to
house between 10 – 20 chickens depending on
size.

The house and the run have a covered roof to
keep the building dry and give the chickens
shelter. The house area has a wooden and felt
roof (this can be onduline if preferred) and the
run area is covered in corrugated perspex to

Mackworth 10’ x 5’

Inside the Macworth

Mackworth 10’ x 5’

allow plenty of light through. Both the house and
the run have wooden floors which can be pulled
out through drop down wooden shutters on the
front. This makes the Mackworth very easy to
keep clean. The chickens can be let out to free
range by dropping down the ladder at the end
of the run.

There are access doors on the front of the house
and the run. There is also a window on the
front of the house for ventilation and to let light
inside. There is a block of raised removable
perches inside the house which sit above the
nest boxes. The nest boxes are on the side of the
house, they are accessed from the outside for
collecting the eggs.
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